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The number ofcompounds which contain clustersofcobalt or rhodium atoms 
has increased rapidly in recent years. Thus there has been reported a number in which 
three cobalt atoms are arranged at the corners of an almost equilateral trianglet-S 
whilst in the pure carbonyl, Co&O), 2r the metal atoms occur at the corners of a 
tetrahedrons*“. Fewer rhodium compounds have been reported but in Rh,(CO)rb an 
octahedra1 distribution of rhodium atoms occurs’. The structure of one rhodium 
compound has been reported in which the metal atoms are also arranged at the corners 
of an almost equilateral triangfe8v9. 

We now report the detailed analysis” of a second triangular cluster compound, 
(C,H,),@h,H, which is formed in small yield as a by-product during the reaction of 
RhCl, with CSHSMgBr in benzene-diethylether solution”. It is a brownish-black, 
diamagnetic compound, soluble in organic media and of surprisingly great air- 
stability and can be heated to 200* without decomposition. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Crystal duru 
Tetracyclopentadienylhydridotrirhodium, C20H21RhJ, mol.wt. 570.1, ortho- 

rhombic, a = 12.82 fO.OS, b = 14.96 &O.OS, ~18.86 &O.O4 A, U = 1699 A’, d(mcasured) 
=2.3 g*cm-3. d(calculated)=2,23 g*cmm3 (based on four moIccu1es per cell), 
systematicabsencesOklwhenk+I odd,ItkOwhenhodd,spacegroup Pmnu(D~~,No.62) 
or Pn2,a (C”,,, No. 331, ~“27.9 cm- ’ for MO-K, radiation. 

A sample of the material was kindly supplied by Professor E. 0. Fischer. 
Recrystallisation from a mixture of benzene and petrol ether at So yielded rather smal1 
crystals suitable for analysis. The density was determined by flotation in aqueous 
potassium iBdide; the rather high viscosity of the solution probably accounts for the 
discrepancy between measured and calculation values. 

Unit cell dimensions and intensity data were measured photographically with 
a precession camera and with MO-K, radiation (rt==0,7107 A). For the intensity data 
a crystal of dimensions 0.5 x 0.15 x 0.05 mm was used with the needle axis, a*. aligned 
along the spindle. Eleven levels were recorded : hkn (n =O, 1,2), /inI (n -0, I, 2, 3) and 
It, I+n, I (f?=O, 1,2,3). 

* Fur porl IX see ref. IH. 
*+ Current address: Farbwcrkc Hocchst, vocm. Mcislcr Lucius & MrUning, Frunkfurt (M)-Hoechsl. 
(CJcrmuny). 
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Altogether some 1042 non-zero intensities were estimated together with a 
further 77 too weak to be estimated. After Lorentz and polarisation corrections had 
been applied, the inter-level scale. factors were determined by the method of Hamilton, 

I2 Rollett and Sparks . Of al1 of these reflexions 829 were unique, 56 of which had zero 
intensity. A correction for absorption was not applied. 

Solution of rhe structure and reJnement 
The systematicabsences do not determine the spacegroup unambiguously. For 

the lower spacegroup, with 2=4, the asymmetric unit is the molecute which would 
therefore be in a general position. For the holosymmetric spacegroup, however, the 
mofcculc must occupy a special position, more probably the mirror plane, though a 
linear molecule arranged about a centre of symmetry is possible if the hydrogen 
contribution is ignored. The three-dimensional Patterson synthesis could be inter- 
preted in termsofthe spacegroup Pnmaand the structure was solved and subsequently 
relined with the symmetry of this spacegroup. The absence of large peaks at (0, $0). 
($0, f), and (-$,&$) excluded the linear structure so that one rhodium atom must lie 
at a special position on the mirror plane and the other two in general positions related 
by the mirror plane. One set of peaks could be interpreted by an atom in the general 
position (-0, -8. h 2) whilst the atom in the special position gave the coordinates 
(j~?MJ&or%#) consistent with theobserved peakson Harker linesand sections. 
The fortuitously special value of the x coordinate of tfle general position for the first 
rhodium atom made thedecision between these four possibilitiesdiff~cult.Accordingly 
we caiculated the R-factors (=Z(]F,I-IFJ/CJF,I) f or some 39 strong reffexions for each 
of the four cases i.e. with rhodium atom contributions only. The lowest value, 17.5 “/: 
was given by the position (-&’ 0, $;, $&); the values in the other three cases varied 
between 22.4 and 28.6 I?,‘,. The Fourier synthesis of electron density, calculated with 
phases based upon the rhodium atom positions which gave this lowest value above, 
showed peaks which could beinterpreted as the twenty carbon atoms of the compound. 

The structure was then improved by six cycles of conventional full-matrix 
least-squares refinement with individual isotropic temperature factors and individual 
level scale factors after which tfle R-factor was I 1, I r);;. 

At this stage twenty hydrogen atoms were introduced into the model so that 
~hccarhon-hydrogen distance was l.09w and the vector bisected the ring angle at the 
carbon ntom. After another three cycles of Icast-squares refinement with anisotropic 
rclincmcnr of the rhodium atoms and isotropic treatment for the carbon atoms the 
R-fuctor was 7,O “/, for the 1042 non-zero reflexions and 8.0 % for the 1119 reflexions 
including zro-intensity reflexions. 

Finrnlly oil the rcflexions were put on a common scale which then contained 
only the unique rcflcxions, This final set of rckxions contained 829 unique terms of 
whicfl 56 were of axe intensity. It was observed that the bond-lengths in the ring 
parti!lcl to the rhodium triangle uppeured to bu Jess uniform than in the other three 
rin@, ulthough because of the mirror symmetry in this ring only three lengths arc 
dclermincd. Wcexamincd the possibility ofa disordered ring system but the difference 
clcclrun dcneity sbscrvcd in the plunc of the ring showed no regions of pronounced 
dcnfiity in the regions between the utoms. WC also nrtemptcd to test for false minima 
in the retiion of the solution by inserting a symmetrical ring in place of the one found. 
M’incmcnt of this structure produced the same model as previously. An examination 
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of the electron density in the plane of the rhodium atoms did not lead to an unambig- 
uous location of the twentyfirst hydrogen atom. Refinement was then terminated with 
a further three cycles of full-matrix least-squares using the unique data, The maximum 
shift in any parameter was no greater than one tenth of the corresponding standard 
deviation and the final R-factors were 6,8 % and 7.9 %. In the final refinement* the 
following weighting scheme was used: 

w=0,03 if/70< 2 electron 

tt,= t.00/(I +0,0001 F~+0.1 Fo) if 2~< F.~< 128 electron 

w=0.30/(l +0.0001 F~+0.1 /7o) if F~> > 128 electron, 

" F A B L E  I 

a. lOM If" P A R  A M I ~ ' r E R S  

Atom x:a  v,'h : 'c IJ [,'121 

Rhl  0,0163(I) 0.8407111 0.1774(2) 
Rh2 -0.11765111 0.7500 - ().0537 (2) 
C l l  0.0150(191 0.9845[19) 0.21701,28) 5,2(5) 
C12 -0.0891 (t0) 0.9555(191 0.2391131) 6,0161 
('13 -0.0870(17) ().81131 071 0.3616(261 4.5(51 
( ' !4 0.0146119) 0.8887120) 0.4117(,~0) 5.6161 
('15 0.0800117) 0,94181171 0,3317(24) 4.b(41 
CI 0 ,075111161  0.7963114) --0.12851221 3.9141 
C2 0,1310(17) 0.8288(16) 0,01118125 ) 4.6(5) 
( '3 01597(22) 0.7500 0,0021134) 41116) 
C21 -0,1743(181 1).7978(16) ..... 0,2460(281 4,'.)(5) 
C22 -0.2249(151 0.82631161 ~- (). t I(X)(23) 4,1(41 
C23 -D,2495{211 0,7500 --0.03O11331 37161 
H 11 0,04(11 t).0313 o. 1262 5.0 
H12 --0,157)4 1),9709 0.J727 50 
H 13 - 0. ]497 0.1~510 0.41198 50 
H 14 0 .0401 0, 8484 0.51150 5,0 
1415 0.1627 0.95! I 0,3641 5,O 
H I 0.0398 O.8416 - 0,2102 5,1) 
H2 0.1492 0.898~ 0,0480 5,t) 
1-t3 0.1965 0.75110 0,2018 50 
H21 -0.1415 0.8400 -(.).3335 5,0 
H22 -0 .238b 0,8961 -0.0702 5,o 
I - t23  -0 .2868 0.75011 0.0776 5.0 

The quantities in parentheses are the standard deviations cslimalcd from tilt: mvcrlcd lcaM-,.qLlarc~ 
matrix of the final cycle of refinement and are in units of the last place of decimals glvell, 

l h e  anisotropic lemperalure coefficient,-; for Ihe rhodium atoms ~re : 

R h l : b l l  = 0.00482{8) h z,~-- 0.00375(8) b,~.~ = 0.008291171 
lq ~ . . . .  0,00034(8) lq,, = --I},0tK~lg0 11 h:.~ ........ 0.('g)(117 0 I) 

Rh2: Ih~ -~ 0.0033g(10) bz: -'~ 0.(104451131 b~.~,~- tl.(X)716123) 
Ih : = 0.0(XEkq Iq,) = - 11,(~1015(15) I):.4 :~: (!.1~1',00 

The expression for the temperalure factor used ~,a,s 

e:~p~(t)l ill: -~ I),~ h:t -t. h3.~l: ~- 2b I ~h/~ + 2h, llll + 2b: L~l~l) 
. . . . .  .1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

* Atomic scnttering filctors were taken from ref. 14a ffor carbon}, rd. 14b (for hydrogen) and ref. I,lc (lot 
rhodium, wilh dispersion correclion given it~ tel, 14b), 

J. O, t t ,m,  mw f ,d .  ( /h , 'm . ,  II (~9(,)~)5~7 54).1 
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TABLE2 ,, 

MOLECUtAR aorarRY -.-ll------fl-~ 
I~jPrutomic’rlirtun~~~ and twimatrd srundurd dertiahns [A) 

__~.._I____ 

Rhl -Ml 2.715(3) Cl l-cl2 1.42(4) 
Rh t -Rh2 2.730(2) Cll-Cl5 J.46(3) 
Rhl-CII 2.18(3) C12-Cl3 1.43(3) 
Rhl-Ci2 2.2513) C13-Cl4 1.38(3) 
Rhl-CI3 224(2) c14-Cl5 l-35(3) 
Rhl-Cl4 2.20(3) c21-Ca 1.43(5) 
Rhl-CIS 2.20(2) c21<22 1.43(3) 
Rhl-Cl 2.89(2) C22-C23 1.38(3) 
Rh I -C2 2.09(2) Cl-Cl’ 1.39(4) 
Khl-C3 2.41(2) Cl-C2 1.51(3) 
Kh2-C2 1 2.23(2) CZ-C3 1.43(3) 
KhZ-C22 2.27(2) 
Kh2-C23 2.23 (3) 
KhZ-Cl 2,J7(2) 
Rh2-c2 2.96(2) 
KhZ-C3 3.24(3) 

Inrru~nol~whr un~~lrs und cwinruwd srundard det *iuf ions (” ) 
Khl’-Khl-Kh2 60.2(l) c2 1 ‘-ct I -C22 107.3(21) 
RhI-Rh2-Kh1’ 59.7(l) C2 1 -C22-C23 IO6.7(21) 
CIS-CII-clZ f07.8(2?) C22-C23-C22’ I 11.7(21) 
C’I I-C12-C.13 tU6.7122) CI’-CI-c2 IOB.H(ZO) 
CL2-C13-C14 i07.0(22) C I -cz-C3 105.6(20) 
C‘I3-CWC~S 112.9(24) c2-c3-C2’ I I I.f{?O) 
c-I+CJ5-CI 1 105.5 (20) 

_-._. . . L .-..- _ - ._.-. ~._. ,,-. _I .__ __. 

Hrsr Itwsr-squrrrt~s plurws rlrruu~+r ulomic positirws 
In tlw foIlawing equations X, X % refer to orthogonal coordinates obtained by the tr:utsformation : 

fr) I’~MIC dchd by Rhl, Rhl’. Kh:!: 
- IHwu?X + O.S02S% -O.W7 = 0 

(ir) Plune d&cd by Cl& Cl2, C13, C14, CIS: 
~J.l7I2X-0.7544Y-0.633~%+12.3107-0 
Divwxcs of atoms from the plttnc (A): 
CJI 0.012 C14-0.001 
Cl2 -0.013 Cl5 -0.007 
C13 a(108 Rhl I.860 

[rrr) t’tunc defined by Cl. CZ, C3. Cl’+ CT: 
M714X -0.45wz- I.4014 SO 
Dlstancee 0T dtame from the plane tA): 
Cl -0,oI)S c2 ox)14 C3 -0.018 

(rrl) Plunc detincd by C21, C22, C23, C2t: C22’: 
- 0.8895 X -0.4570% - 2.9903 = 0 
Dlatanax of atoma from rha pl~nc (A): 
C2 I - ox)07 c22 0.019 c23 -0.025 Rh2 1.901 
Plant (U) forma MIB DIV~C of 62.6’, ph$ !111) JIII angle of 179.2’ and pliinti (jr:) un unglc of 57.4” 

wrth p1arre (I), 
Atoms which WC rdlntcd by fhc phtnco~symmctry to those listed in Table I arc morktd with u prime. 
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These coefficients were chosen so that the weighting analysis showed a uniform 
distribution of weighted differences when sampled in increasing valuesof sin O/i. or Fo- 

The final atomic coordinates and estimated standard deviations as obtained 
from the final cycle of the least-squares analysis are listed in Table 1 and details of 
molecular geometry in Table 2. A drawing of the molecule, projected onto the plane 
of the rhodium atoms. together with the numbering scheme used is shown in Fig. 1. 

C2l C2t 

Frg. I. hjcrtion of thz rnulcculc watt> the rhodrum plilllC bhwinp numhcrinp schcmc. 

IXSCtfSSlON 

The structure consists of discrete molecules in which one n-cyclopcntodienyl 
group is attached to each rhodium atom. The rhodium atoms forms a triangle ;rnJ 
although the crystallographic symmetry requires that the triangle be only strictly 
isosceles, the experimentally determined values of the bond lengths. 2.71 5 and ?.73,, A. 
with estimated standard deviationsof0.003 A (a value which exchrdes the contribution 
from the uncertainty in the unit cell determination) are in accord with an equilatcral- 
triangular arrangement. 

The xl-cyctopentadienyl groups are accurately coplanar with maximum 
deviation of any atom from the “best” Ieast-squares planes of 0.02 A. These groups are 
symmetrically displaced to one side of the rhodium triangle so that the angles mude 
between the normals to the least-square planes and that of the rhodium triangle are 
62.6’ (for that attached to Rhl) and 57.4” for that attached to Rh2. This part of the 
molecule very strongly resembles the structure of (CJH5)3Rhj(C0)3 (ref. 9) where the 
correspondinganglesare57.7’and 59.8”.TheRh-ringplanedistuncesarecorrespond- 
ingly 1.86 and 1.90 A and these can be compared with 1.91 and 1.90 A in (C,H 5)dR’rr,- 
(CO)j and 1.90 and 1.91 A in (CSH5)zRhz(CO)J (ref. 13). The correspond&g sets of 
averageRh-C distances are2.21,2.24,2.24,2.24,2.25 and 2.27 A. There is however one 
major difference between the present compound and that of the tricarbonyl compicx. 
namely the Rh-Rh distance is almost 0.1 A larger in the present analysis. 
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TABLE 3 

UASEST INTIIRMOLEWLAR APPROACWFS (A) 

Rhl~~+JJf(Vj 3.38 c3. - +J23(11) 3.01 
Rh1. ’ +J23(II) 3.59 C23.. +l14(11) 3.08 
Rh2. ’ .H I 1 (III) 3.37 C23.. .H3(II) 2.99 
CJ. - XX!1 (VIII) 3.40 J-JJl~~*HJf(V) 2.63 
CJ, ’ CZ2(VJJJ) 3.49 HlI...HI(V) 2.28 
C2, ’ C2J (V111) 3.46 Hi2 *+Jl5(V) 2.34 
Cl.,.HJJ(V) 2.97 HI5 v .H22(VIJI) 2.37 
C2.. *Hl3(VJJJ) 2.92 H3.. .H23(JJ) 1.97 
C‘T. .H1’3(JJ) 2.x7 

_. _ _ ,. . . . .._, . ..-_. __ .._. ~.- 
ThcRntnon numcr;r[scnnt;rincd in pnrcntl~scs indiciltc that the CONDUCE is madl: to iItI ;I~WII rclitted. 

hy o,nc of the opcrntinns listed b&~w, to the one whose coordinate (x..v,:) arc tabulated in T:lhk 1. 

J x. J. : Y -x. -,I’. ---’ 
II $+x, i--y, 4-t VI $--x. j+y_ i+: 
111 --v. ;-+.I: -: VII x. p - .r, : 
IV 1 -x. -,v. j-t--_ VIII ;+x. .I ‘. 1-Z 

The fourth CS ring is uniquely bonded to the metal atoms since it lies parallel. 
the angle between the least-squares plane of the ring and the metal atom plane is 0.8”. 
with the rhodium triangle and 2.00 A from it. This ring also has ~1 symmetry and is 
staggered with respect to the rhodium triangle. As ieferred to in the cxperimcntal 
section there was no evidence in the analysis for a disordered arrangement of the C5 
ring. Because of the 111 symmetry only three C-C distances arc determined. The values 
arc I .39. 1.5 1 and 1.43 A and it is necessary to enquire if these values are significantly 
different. At the same time WC also ask if the variations found in the other rings are 
significant and whether there is any evidence for the fourth ring being different from 
the others. Firstly we note that the average C-C distances for the three separately 
dctcrmined rings, i.c. those attached to Rh I, Rh2 and the fourth ring, are 1.408, 1.41,, 
and 1.45 A respectively. The maximum deviations from these average vafues observed 
ia irny ring is 0.05.0.03 und 0.06 A respectively nnd these are 2 cr. 1 a and 2 G rcspec- 
tivcly.Thcsbservcdvariationsallliewithin twostandarddeviationsandanyindividual 
variation is therefore not significant. The standard errors of the mean values for the 
three rings itrc O.OIH, 0.01 s and 0.01 5 A respectively and so the observed values of 
1.45 und I.41 A for the rnew~ distnnccs may just be significant. It might be imagined 
Ihut the banding of H five-bid symmetric ring onto a three-fold symmetric system 
would produce distortion in both systems. We have seen that the values for all the 
rings lie within the ruther large estimated standard deviations associated with the 
cJetcrmination of a~rlrbon atom positions in a structure containing three rhodium 
rttotne; we also note that the rhodium Mmgle. for which the positions of the metal 
ittom@ art much more precisely determined, shows no significant distortion from 
3Md riymmctry. 

The present complex und the tricarhnnyl complex U-C formally isaeicctronic 
ntncc in piucc of the three CO groups we have one CSHS ring and one additional 
lrydrogcn rltam. Although the position of this twentyfirst hydrc!rcn atom was not 
drstcrmincd from thcX~ruy r:nnlysis. the mass spectrum I (’ clcurly csttiblishes theoverall 
formule, Further tllc NMR spcctrum showsun absorption 01 high field (z=22.47) split 
into sr yurrrlet. These sbaxvutions ore consistent with the hydrogen atom being bound 
fr.d rrll three rhodium Noms, It t least in a time-averaged sense. A possible position is that 
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where the three-fold axis cuts the metal triangle. The Rh-triangle centre distance is 
1.57 &. La Placa and Ibers have reported’ ’ a Rh-H distance initially as I.72 A which 
they subsequently16 revised to 1.60 A, both +0.12 A. The Rh-centre distance is thus 
in harmony with this revised figure and in keeping with the Re-H distance of 1.68 A 
determined by neutron diffraction methods”. 
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SUMMARY 

The structure oftetracyclopentadienylhydridotrirhodium has been dctcrmincd 
by X-ray analysis of the solid, The black crystals belong to the orthorhomhic system 
with spacegroup Pf7m-1 and LJ = 12.82. h = t 4.96 and c = 8.86 A. The rhodium ;r!oms ;lr~ 
arranged in an almost cquilatcral trinnghz with mtxn cdgc 2.72 .A. Thrct’ ~-~yclq~nt:~- 
dicnyl groups. one attached to each rhodium atom. ;irc displad 111 one sick uf Ihc 

rhodium triangle and the fourth cyclopcntadicnyl group lies p;lrallct to the trianptc OH 
the opposite side to the other three. The nx;in rhodium cartwn dist;wcc of tIw thwc 
rings is 2.23 A. The shortest rhodium~~carbon distmcc to the fourth ring i:; 2 0’) .,\ 
NMR measurements are consistent with the hydridic proton hemp situakd ncx #hc 
centrc of the rhodium triangle. 
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